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Abstract: As column volumes continue to decrease, extra-column band broadening has 

become an increasingly important consideration when determining column performance. 

Combined contributions due to the injector and connecting tubing in a capillary LC system 

were measured and found to be larger than expected by Taylor-Aris theory. Variance from 

sigma-type and tau-type broadening was isolated from eluted peaks using the Foley-Dorsey 

Exponentially Modified Gaussian peak fitting model and confirmed with computational fluid 

dynamics. It was found that the tau-type contributions were the main cause for the excessive 

broadening because of poorly-swept volumes at the connection between the injector and 

tubing. To reduce tau-type contributions (and peak tailing), a timed pinch mode could be 

used for analyte injection. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the advent of ultra-high pressure liquid chromatography (UHPLC), particle sizes and column 

diameters have decreased, leading to smaller column (and, thus, peak) volumes. Consequently, extra-

column effects attributed to instrumentation that reduce the measured separation efficiency are more 

prominent than with standard HPLC columns [1–11]. Similar to previous eras when column technology 

began to exceed the limitations of commercial equipment [12,13], extra-column band broadening 

(ECBB) is now seeing increasing attention as an important factor that needs to be accounted for and 

reduced as much as possible [14–18]. 

As the column diameter further decreases below 1.0 mm, the impact of the instrumentation on peak 

bandwidth continues to grow, requiring capillary LC systems with much lower volume [19]. Extra-column 

effects in these capillary LC (and similar nano-LC) instruments have been described previously [20,21]. 

In the early development of capillary UHPLC, home-built instruments were constructed that eliminated 

nearly all instrumental effects and gave a direct measure of column efficiency while also allowing for 

backpressures in excess of 50,000 psi [22–27]. These types of systems are excellent for comparing 

packing methods or particle types, but most commercial capillary and nano-UHPLC instruments in use 

today sacrifice these extremely high pressures and negligible extra-column volume for ease of use and 

range of application (gradient modes, detection methods, etc.). However, these compromises reduce the 

ability to assess the true chromatographic performance of a column in order to help improve future 

column design. 

When trying to determine the efficiency characteristics of a packed column to describe and compare 

on-column broadening phenomena, the variance contributions due to extra-column band broadening 

must be accurately determined so the true plate count can be calculated [28,29]. The most common 

technique for measuring extra-column effects is by replacing the column with a zero-dead volume (ZDV) 

connector and observing analyte peak widths using identical experimental conditions (mobile phase 

composition, flow rate, temperature, and injection volume) [28,30]. This method is the most popular 

because the existing instrumental set-up is used and observed variances are simply subtracted from the 

measured peak variance eluted from the column. However, it has been shown that accurately calculating 

the variance of these extra-column peaks can sometimes prove difficult due to detection limitations [28], 

challenges selecting proper integration limits for peak moment analysis [31–34], and discrepancies in 

the pressure when either the column or ZDV fitting is being measured [35]. An alternative to this 

“subtraction” method to determine extra-column effects is the use of linear extrapolation [18,36–41], 

where the variance of several analyte peaks with different retention factors are extrapolated back to an 

intercept that describes the extra-column variance. Others have reported the calculation of extra-column 

band broadening through graphical analysis or deconvolution of the peak shapes eluted from the  

column [42,43]. Finally, direct measurements of individual instrument components (where the variance 

value is found from direct detection without requiring subtraction or extrapolation from other 

measurements) have been used to help determine the extent of broadening due to specific system 

elements [44,45] by utilizing techniques commonly employed in flow injection analysis [46–48]. 

In this report, the broadening effects of the injector and inlet connecting tubing were investigated 

with the goal of determining instrumental variance from these components in a capillary LC system 

(which have much lower volumes than similar components in standard LC instruments). Compared to a 
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previous study on extra-column band broadening in capillary LC [20], a higher-pressure UHPLC pump 

was used to expand the flow rate regime that could be investigated and microelectrode electrochemical 

detection was implemented [48,49] to eliminate effects that detector volume can have on the observed 

peaks. A novel application of the Foley-Dorsey exponentially-modified Gaussian method [50–52] for peak 

characterization was used to mathematically separate the peak variance from the tubing and the injector. 

Broadening due to the injector was observed to have a larger value than would be predicted by theoretical 

equations [14], so computational fluid dynamic (CFD) modeling of the full system was utilized to 

corroborate the experimental results and gain a better understanding of flow dispersion in the injector 

system than has previously been available [53]. These findings demonstrate that as the diameter of the 

connecting tubing increases the measured broadening contributions from not only the tubing, but also 

the injector (dominated by tau-type broadening) increase. These results reinforce the importance of using 

the smallest diameter capillary connections possible in capillary LC systems because the increase in 

variance with larger diameter tubing can be greater than that calculated by the Taylor-Aris equation. 

Finally, the impacts of a timed pinch injection mode on the reduction of injector broadening and the 

effects on peak shape when very short tubes are used are discussed. 

2. Theory 

Theoretical and practical descriptions of ECBB have been detailed previously [14,28,54–57] and are 

summarized here for relevant discussion of the results. 

2.1. System Contributions to Band Broadening 

There are several instrumental contributions that reduce column efficiency. The overall system 

variance, σ2
tot,sys, is described by the following equation: 

2222222
, filtdatadettubeflowinjsystot ττσστσσ +++++=  (1)

where σ2 contributions due to the injector (σ2
inj), connecting tubing (σ2

tube), and detector (σ2
det) give 

Gaussian-type broadening and τ2 contributions from mixing volumes (τ2flow), data acquisition rate (τ2data), 

and detector filter rate (τ2filt) give broadening with an exponential decay nature. This relationship is only 

valid when all variance values are in either the time or volume domain. These two domains are related 

through the flow rate (F) as such: 
222 Ftimevol ⋅= σσ  (2)

each system component is further described below (in order based on a standard separation sequence). 

2.2. Injector Contributions 

The extra-column band broadening effect from the injection plug is usually considered a volumetric 

contribution based on the volume injected (Vinj): 
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This equation assumes a rectangular plug injection; the value will increase (due to a smaller 

denominator) as the injected band shape changes [20]. Previous studies of injector design have shown 

that a good injection requires a narrow, low-volume plug of sample with no poorly swept flow  

paths [20,53,58–62], which are explained more in the next section. 

2.3. Exponential Decay Flow Paths 

As an analyte band is transferred from the injector into the connecting tubing, through unions, and 

into the detector, there can be a number of poorly swept volumes that broaden peaks and cause  

tailing [63]. The various mass-transport effects present in these systems are rather complex, so the actual 

effect on system variance (τ2flow) is a composite of several influences [64]. In column unions and other 

connectors, these zones act as convective mixing chambers which cause an exponential decay  

time-dependent broadening contribution, τmix: 
22

, mixmixtime t=τ  (4)

with tmix representing the mean time spent in the mixing chamber [28]. When abrupt changes in tubing 

radii occur, a related type of mixing volume can arise that is referred to as a diffusion chamber:  
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where rc,1 and rc,2 are the radii of the two tubes, and Dm is the diffusion coefficient of the analyte [54,64]. 

Here, convection is absent and the analyte only moves into the flow path through diffusion. No 

comprehensive description is available for these linked broadening mechanisms, so here they are 

described as a single exponential decay factor. 

2.4. Connecting Tubing 

The most common model for broadening in open tubes can generally be written by the Taylor-Aris 

equation [65–67]: 
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In this equation, the tube length (L) and the flow rate (F) affect the variance along with the tube radius 

(r) and the analyte diffusion coefficient. Previous studies have shown this model to be reliable for 

describing the peak width in open tubes [47,68,69]. For the relationships to hold true the following 

condition must be met to ensure that the effects of longitudinal convection on solute concentration are 

negligible [66]: 
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Golay and Atwood (and others) have explored the regime of broadening in shorter tubes (where this 

condition is not met) and how a measured band can be skewed due to differences in axial convection 

and radial diffusion [14,70–72]. In these shorter tubes, the measured variance is lower than that predicted 
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by the Taylor-Aris equation. More recently, an exponential-law correction factor was determined that 

can be applied to Equation 6 to account for these variations [73], although such corrections are not 

needed when Equation 7 is satisfied, which was the case for the experiments described in Sections 

4.1–4.3. Peak shape variations in this short-tube flow regime are discussed in Section 4.4. 

2.5. Detector Contributions 

The detector contribution to variance is similar to that for injection volume: 

12

Vdet
detvol,

2
2 =σ  (8)

The geometry of the detection cell used in optical detection has been studied in order to maintain high 

sensitivity while decreasing the overall volume (and variance contribution) [20,74–79]. Since this cell 

can be the most significant contributor to extra-column broadening [15], alternate detection modes have 

also been surveyed. On-column detection has been employed to eliminate extra tubing requirements, but 

the low path length tends to hurt sensitivity [56,79–83] and similar measurements using fluorescence 

require derivatization for many analytes [84–87]. An alternative option with a low limit of detection and 

reduced volume is electrochemical detection with a microfiber electrode [49,88–90]. The lack of 

necessary connecting tubing and negligible detector volume make it an effective choice for both 

measuring and reducing extra-column effects [91]. 

In addition to Gaussian volumetric broadening, there are time-domain contributions in the detector 

due to electronic data acquisition (τdata) and filter (τfilt) rates: 
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where tsamp and tfilt are the sampling and filter times, and ffilt describes the filter cutoff frequency in inverse 

time units. When measuring extra-column effects, peak widths are usually very narrow, so a high data 

acquisition rate must be used to ensure sufficient sampling of the peak (at least 40 points across the peak 

width) with appropriate filter rates applied (approximately half of the sampling rate) [12,14,28]. In most 

separations by LC, these conditions are met and time-domain broadening in the detector is limited. 

However, some LC software can implement digital smoothing than can add significant peak broadening 

and increase peak variance [92]. 

2.6. Calculating Peak Variance 

Due to the tailing nature of extra-column peaks, half-width methods are not effective in describing 

the total variance [63]. To effectively determine the variance, the second central statistical moment of 

the peak must be utilized [54,93]: 
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where tr is the peak retention time (first peak moment), f(t) is the measured signal, and t1 and t2 are the 

integration boundaries for the peak. The selection of these integration boundaries can greatly impact the 

calculated variance value and care must be taken to ensure that an accurate value is obtained [28,31–34]. 

One way this has been accomplished is through the use of an iterative method where integration 

boundaries are set by an initial peak fit, the variance is calculated, the integration limits are expanded 

incrementally, and the variance value is recalculated [94]. This process iterates until the change in 

variance per calculation is less than 1%, eliminating bias in selecting the limits of integration and 

reducing error that comes from selecting limits based on a fraction of the peak maximum [32]. 

Another widely used method that has been applied for determining the variance of tailing peaks is the 

Foley-Dorsey model based on an Exponentially-Modified Gaussian (EMG) function [50–52]: 
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with the Gaussian “sigma-type” broadening being described by σfit, the exponential decay “tau-type” 

broadening being described by τfit, and the peak amplitude represented with Apeak. When using the EMG 

function to fit peaks, the variance is described by the following equation: 
222

, fitfitEMGvar τσσ +=  (13)

3. Experimental Section 

3.1. Reagents and Materials 

Optima LC-MS grade water and acetonitrile (each containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid) were 

obtained from Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). 4-methyl catechol was purchased from Sigma 

Chemical Company (St. Louis, MO, USA). Silica capillary tubes with 360 µm outer diameter and 

varying nominal inner diameters (10 µm–50 µm) were purchased from Polymicro Technologies, Inc. 

(Phoenix, AZ, USA). Capillary end-fittings required 0.0155'' inner diameter (i.d.) PEEK sleeve tubing 

(IDEX Health and Science, Oak Harbor, WA, USA), stainless steel capillary tubing provided by Waters 

Corporation, and 1/32'' stainless steel male internal nuts and ferrules (VICI, Houston, TX, USA). 

3.2. Direct Measurement Instrumentation and Techniques 

The test system consisted of a Waters nanoAcquity binary solvent pump (Milford, MA, USA),  

four-port 20 nL internal loop injector with associated rotor and actuator (VICI, Houston, TX, USA),  

a 1 m long segment of capillary (with varied inner diameter), and an electrochemical detector. Prior to 

analysis, each capillary section was cut to length and polished using a diamond cutting wheel. Then, 

zero-dead volume high pressure capillary end-fittings were fashioned by sheathing the polished fused 
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silica capillary in PEEK sleeve tubing followed by an outer layer of stainless steel tubing. These three 

tubes were aligned under microscope, crimped, and then a 1/32'' stainless steel ferrule and male internal 

nut were used to connect to the injector system. Nominal capillary inner diameters of 20, 30, 40, and 50 µm 

were reported as 20, 29, 42, and 51 µm by the manufacturer and these values were used for further 

calculations. The mobile phase used through all experiments was 50% acetonitrile in water (with 0.1% 

trifluoroacetic acid) and the test analyte was 4-methyl catechol (in the mobile phase). For calculations 

using the Taylor-Aris equation (Equation 6), the diffusion coefficient of 4-methyl catechol was set at  

9.2 × 10−6 cm2/s (using a previously measured experimental value [95]). For all four diameters, analyte 

variance was tested at flow rates of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 10.0, 12.0, and 15.0 µL/min. 

Peaks were detected amperometrically using a carbon fiber microfiber electrode (0.3 mm long, 8 µm 

diameter) inserted directly into the capillary outlet [49]. The current generated was converted to voltage 

with a SR750 current amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). The 3 dB low pass 

bandwidth filter in the SR750 current amplifier was set to 30 Hz to reduce peak broadening due to the 

filter (see Figure S1). The start of data acquisition and injection were controlled with signals from the 

Waters Binary Solvent Manager software. Data was acquired at 80 Hz using a home-built program in 

LabView 6.0 (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). 

Peaks were characterized using the EMG fit function in Igor Pro 6.2 (Wavemetrics, Inc., Lake 

Oswego, OR, USA) so that injector and connecting tubing contributions could be isolated. 3–5 replicates 

were collected for each measurement (a specific flow rate and inner diameter) and the average values 

for σfit and τfit were used (standard deviations were under ~5% for all measurements so error bars are 

omitted for clarity). Examples of the peak fit and residuals to the raw data can be found in Figure S2. A 

comparison to the iterative statistical moments (ISM) peak characterization method that has been 

described previously [94] is detailed in Figure S3. 

3.3. Flow Modeling Simulations 

Two 3-D models of the injector (rotor, stator, and a 2.5 mm segment of connecting capillary with 

either 29 or 51 μm i.d.) were generated in COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3 (COMSOL, Inc., Burlington, MA, 

USA). Streamwise stabilization was employed to reduce ripples in the calculated concentration vs. time 

plot. The average concentration on the outlet boundary of the 3D model as a function of time was 

recorded, stored into a file, and used as the inlet boundary condition of a custom Fortran code that solved 

the 2D axisymmetric convection-diffusion equation in a 99.75 cm long tube of diameter equal to that of 

the 2.5 mm long tube segment of the 3D model. This two-step solution method was used because it 

would not have been possible to solve numerically the full 3D problem. The velocity profile in the  

99.75 cm long tube was assumed to be parabolic, thus neglecting entrance length effects which are very 

small in the tube diameters considered in this study. The Fortran program implemented a finite difference 

alternating direction implicit scheme that is 2nd order accurate in space and time. The same EMG  

peak-fitting algorithm used for the direct measurement technique was applied to the outputs of both the 

3-D injector model and combined 3-D and 2-D model of the whole system. Simulations were run at 1, 

3, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, and 15 µL/min for each inner diameter. 
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4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Broadening in Small Inner Diameter Connecting Capillaries 

Due to the low volumes associated with capillary LC columns, connecting tubing diameter is usually 

limited to the range of 20–50 µm in order to reduce extra-column dispersion effects [96]. In Equation 6, 

the variance has a fourth-power dependency on the tube radius. Since theory predicts that small changes 

in this parameter can have a larger impact on instrument broadening than many other factors, variances 

for tubing diameters within this range were measured using the direct measurement method where a 

carbon fiber microelectrode was placed directly into the end of the capillary. This method was utilized 

because there were no extra connecting unions or detection cells that could impact the broadening 

measurement. 4-methyl catechol was selected as the analyte of choice as its diffusion coefficient has 

been experimentally measured with the mobile phase and pressures used here [95] and it is detectable 

using the microelectrode. A Foley-Dorsey type EMG function (Equation 12) was used for peak fitting 

because it works well for tailing peaks (common when measuring ECBB effects) and because it allows 

for the separation of Gaussian-type (“sigma-type”) and exponential decay (“tau-type”) broadening. 

Figure 1A shows volumetric variances (calculated from Equation 13) for four different small diameter 

capillaries over a range of flow rates that are typical for capillary LC using sub-2 µm particles. Compared 

to what might be predicted from Taylor-Aris theory (Equation 6) and mixing volumes in the injector 

(Equation 4), there are two disparities: (1) the values are higher than expected, and (2) only the largest 

diameter tubing has a linear nature. To find the origin of the non-linearity of the variance curves of low 

diameter capillary tubing, contributions from specific instrument components to the overall variance 

(Equation 1) were assigned to either σfit or τfit: 
2222
dettubeinjfit σσσσ ++=  (14)

2222
filtdataflowfit ττττ ++=  (15)

 

Figure 1. Cont. 
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Figure 1. Variance values (obtained from an EMG fit and calculated with Equation 12) 

measured using the direct measurement method for 20, 29, 42, and 51 µm i.d. capillaries  

(1 m long) at flow rates ranging from 0.5–15 µL/min are shown in A. Separated sigma-squared 

and tau-squared values are shown in B and C, respectively. In B, straight-lines indicate 

values calculated using Taylor-Aris Theory (Equation 6). 

With the components of the system used for these direct measurements and predictions from 

Equations 3, 7, 8, and 9, the maximum contributions from some parameters were taken to be negligible 

at most variance values shown in Figure 1A: injector (33 nL2), detector (0.03 nL2), data filter rate  

(0.15 nL2), and data acquisition rate (0.8 nL2). By removing these contributions from Equations 14 and 

15, σfit and τfit are estimated to reflect specific instrument components: 
22
tubefit σσ ≈  (16) 

22
flowfit ττ ≈  (17) 
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To determine the accuracy of the approximation in Equation 16, theoretical values for tube 

broadening calculated by Equation 6 were compared to the calculated values for σ2
fit (Figure 1B). For all 

capillary inner diameters the sigma-type broadening closely matches the theoretical values predicted by 

Equation 6, although the difference between the two is larger as the radius grows. Because this is the 

case, Equation 17 allows for a description of convective (Equation 4) and diffusional (Equation 5) 

broadening modes that can both contribute to tau-type broadening. Since the only connection in the 

system tested was at the injector, all tau-type contributions can be attributed to the injector. τ2fit values 

between 0.5 and 15 µL/min for all four capillary diameters are shown in Figure 1C. In the lower 

diameters, there is a roll-off nature to the data points while at 51 µm i.d. the τ2fit values are nearly linear. 

When using the EMG function, the variance is a sum of σ2 and τ2 (Equation 13) so the increased curvature 

in Figure 1A at lower diameters can be attributed to the greater influence of the injector at smaller inner 

diameters (leading to greater observed peak tailing). As the magnitude of the sigma-type broadening 

from the open tube grows quickly with increasing inner diameter (such as the 51 µm i.d. capillary data 

in Figure 1B), the fraction of the variance due to the injector is reduced and the data appears more linear. 

Atwood and Golay suggested that one component that may act as a “low-plate limit”-type broadening 

mechanism is the injector [71]. At higher flow rates there would be less time for equilibration of the 

peak and the distribution of the injected profile would change (see further discussion on peak profile 

observations in Section 4.4). This shorter equilibration time can lead to some of the leveling off [28]. 

Equation 4 shows that part of the tau contribution is related to the time of mixing in the internal loop 

after the valve is switched, which when shifted to the volume domain with Equation 2 gives a constant 

value across the flow rate range equal to V2
inj. Even though the injector output should be the same for all 

capillary tubing used, there is an abrupt diameter change when eluting from the 100 µm channel of the 

injector stator to the capillary tube. At this abrupt change, there is expected to be a contribution to tau-type 

variance that is flow rate independent and grows as the difference in diameter increases [54,64]. 

However, the experimental values for tau contributions are much lower than those calculated by 

Equation 5. Furthermore, the values are flow-rate dependent, and the magnitude grows as the diameter 

of the tubing increases, which is contrary to this equation). The data measured here shows that the actual 

exponential decay-like nature of these peaks falls somewhere between a strictly diffusion-controlled and 

strictly mixing-controlled value. But, the observed trends are the opposite of what might be expected 

from a diffusion chamber. To further explore the complex nature of these ECBB measurements and 

corroborate the findings, CFD modeling was utilized and is described in the following section. 

4.2. Simulations of Broadening in Injectors and Connecting Tubing 

CFD modeling has been employed for injector simulations (1-D and 2-D) on large volume systems 

using COMSOL [97]. However, such a model on a complete injector/tubing system in capillary LC or a 

comparison to experimental measurements has yet to be explored [20]. Computational limits and 

calculation requirements preclude the use of a full 3-D model of the entire injector and capillary system, 

so simplifications were made to maintain accuracy but reduce the number of required calculations. First, 

a 3-D model of the injector rotor (containing the internal loop) and stator was designed based on 

manufacturer diagrams. This model included a 2.5 mm segment of connecting capillary so that tau-type 

effects that may arise due to the abrupt diameter change would be accounted for. The concentration vs. 
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time plot out of this initial model was then used as the input profile into a 2-D axisymmetric model of 

99.75 cm length to replicate the experimental set-up. Due to the long computation times, only two models 

were investigated (both simulated across the flow rate range): A smaller diameter (29 µm) and larger 

diameter (51 µm) tube. 

Concentration vs. time peak profiles were characterized with the same EMG algorithm that was used 

to measure the peaks from the direct measurement method. Peaks at the end of both the 2.5 mm and 1 m 

segment of capillary tubing were measured to compare how σ2
fit and τ2fit changed at both positions. At 

the outlet of the 3-D axisymmetric model σ2 was negligible (<10 nL2) and at the outlet of the entire 

model σ2 was found to match Taylor-Aris predictions and the experimental data (Figure 2). This 

demonstrates that the σ values isolated from the EMG peak fit for both the experimental and simulated 

data sets match what would be predicted by Taylor-Aris theory. Thus, additional variance contributions 

in both the experimental and modeled data beyond those from the connecting tubing are dominated by 

τ. τ2 for both CFD models and the experimental data from the direct measurement technique are 

compared in Figure 3. An initial look at the magnitudes of experimental and simulated τ values shows 

that the measured tau-type broadening is much higher than that of the models. This may be due to 

inaccuracies in the geometry of the model where misalignment in the actual rotor and stator could cause 

additional broadening. Another reason may be due to mechanical motion of the injector because flow in 

the model begins with the inlet already aligned while in the actual injector it must move into place during 

the position switch. It must be noted that when shifting the output profile from the 3-D model to the  

2-D model the concentration profile is re-equilibrated radially, but this re-equilibration does not happen 

in the actual experiment. One explanation of the tailing effect growing with increasing inner diameter is 

based on how analyte moves from the loop, through the stator, and into the capillary tubing. As the initial 

flow brings most of the analyte down the center of the channel, some of the sample fluid remains stagnant 

at the abrupt diameter change and only slowly moves into the channel along the wall. In larger diameters, 

the flow velocity is slower at the wall and it requires a longer diffusional path to reach the fastest 

velocities at the center of the channel, hence the greater tailing factor. This radial fidelity is lost when 

shifting between the 3-D and 2-D axisymmetric models and is likely the main reason this data shifts 

from the experimental values. 

Despite these inaccuracies, some observations on the actual transport of analyte out of the injection 

loop can be made. At lower flow rates the calculated τ2 values at the outlet of the injector and the 

connected capillary are similar, but the difference between them grows as the flow rate increases. It is at 

these higher flow rates where Taylor-Aris broadening (Equation 6) would be expected to have a larger 

impact on the measured variance. The increasing gap between τ2 at the injector outlet and capillary outlet 

indicates that magnification of the broadening between these two components could be occurring due to 

a lack of mixing when the flow path is uninterrupted (and as analyte in the peak tail stays closer to the 

wall). This creates a peak profile with a higher tau value as the diameter grows. Additionally, since the 

Taylor-Aris broadening is larger in the 51 µm i.d. tubing, then the difference between τ2 after 2.5 mm 

and after 1 m is expected to be greater (because of the larger “operator” value) than that in the 29 µm 

i.d. tubing. This is also observed in Figure 3, showing that trends that would be expected based on the 

experimental data are supported by CFD modeling. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of sigma-squared for experimental data, COMSOL simulated data, 

and Taylor-Aris Theory (Equation 6) for 29 and 51 µm i.d. capillaries (1 m long). 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of tau-squared for experimental data and COMSOL simulated data 

(following just the injector and the combined injector and connecting tubing) for 29 and  

51 µm i.d. capillaries (1 m long). 

If components are not mutually independent (through re-equilibration by mixing), then larger extra-

column “operators” (in this case, capillary tubing with a larger diameter) could increase the band-spreading 

of the input profile [60]. For larger volume systems, small dead volumes in connecting unions allow for 

re-equilibration and ensure this independence, leading to lower variance contributions [71]. The 

broadening contribution that these unions create in capillary LC systems is much more significant and 
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must be avoided with direct connections, making this combined injector-tubing effect an important factor 

to consider in instrument design (specifically the couplings and diameters of fluidic paths). 

4.3. Reducing Tau-Type Broadening with Pinch Injections 

In addition to the full loop injection mode described in the previous sections, a timed pinch injection 

mode was also tested to see how the broadening contribution from the system changed. In the timed 

pinch injection mode, the injector loop switches in and out of the flow path for a given time interval  

(100 ms in these experiments) which can reduce the injection of analyte molecules trapped in poorly 

swept volumes and thereby decrease peak tailing (see Section SI3 for discussion regarding effects of this 

injection style on injected volume). Figure 4 shows variance, sigma-squared, and tau-squared data 

measured after 1 m of capillary when such an injection method is used. In Figure 4C, the τ2 values for 

the four capillary diameters are shown when this alternate injection mode is utilized. The magnitude of 

the injector contribution to variance is also much higher for the full injection than the pinch injection (as 

demonstrated by the smallest tau contributor (20 µm i.d.) from Figure 1C and the value in Figure 4C) 

while the sigma contributions are similar to Taylor-Aris theory in both cases. When comparing 20 µm 

i.d. data at 15 µL/min, using the pinch injection reduces τ2 by two-thirds when compared to the full 

injection value. By eliminating the rear boundary of the injection profile with the switch, a significant 

portion of the dispersion that occurs due to tau-type broadening in the injector is reduced [20,53]. 

Additionally, the eluted peaks have less tailing than when the full loop injection mode is used. Since the 

connecting tubing can magnify broadening from the injector, using pinch injections can dramatically 

reduce ECBB, especially when using very small diameter connecting tubing. 

 

Figure 4. Cont. 
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Figure 4. Variance values (obtained from an EMG fit and calculated with Equation 12) 

measured using the direct measurement method for 20, 29, 42, and 51 µm i.d. capillaries  

(1 m long) for the timed pinch injection at flow rates ranging from 0.5–15 µL/min are shown 

in A. Separated sigma-squared and tau-squared values when using the timed pinch injection 

are shown in B and C, respectively. In B, straight-lines indicate values calculated using 

Taylor-Aris Theory (Equation 6). 

4.4. Injector Elution Profiles 

By modifying the direct measurement set-up, peak injections were measured to determine the solute 

output profile into the connecting capillary. A similar set-up of measuring injector output with a small 

volume connecting capillary has previously been described using conductivity detection [53]. Injection 

profiles using the full loop injection mode are shown in Figure 5. At low flow rates, the peaks have some 

tailing but are smooth. As the flow rate is increased, a shoulder begins to form and is present throughout 
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the remainder of the peak profiles up to flow rates of 15 µL/min. This general trend follows the peak 

profile for the low-plate limit in short tubes described previously by Golay and Atwood [70,71]. When 

there is an insufficient sampling of the flow profile due to limited diffusion time (high velocities in short 

tubes), asymmetrical distributions arise. The observation of these band shapes directly out of the injector 

indicates that the actual output of the sample loop generally operates in a low-plate limit domain. In this 

case, the dispersion that would be predicted by Equation 6 would overestimate the true value measured 

at the injector outlet [98]. In the injector design, the 100 µm stator channel acts as a short tube where 

Taylor-Aris broadening would be lower than expected and would be another negligible contribution to 

the τ2 value (Equation 17). Thus, the flow non-idealities in the injector that contribute to the tau-type 

broadening observed here (Sections 4.1 and 4.2) are the dominant contribution to total broadening when 

Taylor-Aris broadening is minimal (i.e., the smallest diameter tubing). 

 

Figure 5. Peak injection profiles of a full loop injection measured out of the injector through 

a small (6 cm, 13 µm inner diameter) connecting capillary for eight flow rates between  

0.5 and 15 µL/min in the time domain. 

When normalizing the peaks to their eluted volume (rather than time) in Figure 6, the general growth 

of the tailing portion of the peak as the flow rate grows becomes more apparent. The distribution profile 

of the analyte peak changes with the flow rate due to decreases in equilibration time (analyte molecules 

in the center of the tube are traveling faster than those at the wall and at higher flow rates there is not 

enough time for molecules to sufficiently sample all flow paths and “average” the peak shape) [28,98]. 

After a meter long segment of tubing, the flow profile distortions are relaxed by diffusion and lead to 

the peak profiles that were characterized for variance in this article. 
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Figure 6. Peak injection profiles of a full loop injection measured out of the injector through 

a small (6 cm, 13 µm inner diameter) connecting capillary for eight flow rates between 0.5 

and 15 µL/min in the volumetric domain. 

5. Conclusions 

Based on the results demonstrated here (both experimental and computational), it is clear that the 

contributions to extra-column band broadening that might be expected due to an injector in a capillary 

LC system are much greater than what Equation 3 would predict. This is due to flow paths where analyte 

transport is modified (mainly at sharp diameter changes where tubing connections are made), which 

increases the peak variance. This broadening is exacerbated by connecting tubing between the injector 

and column because the initial tailed peak “input profile” is not re-equilibrated when proper connections 

are made, resulting in a magnification of tau-type broadening. This indicates that the requirement for 

small diameter connecting tubing in capillary LC systems is actually greater than would be expected 

(based on the volume contributions in Equation 6) when trying to limit instrumental effects. For more 

complex analyses where capillary LC columns are coupled to mass spectrometers, mobile phase 

gradients are typically employed. While the pre-column broadening effects investigated here are reduced 

for analytes that are highly retained under initial gradient conditions [99], the band variance of early 

eluting compounds with little to no retention will still decrease if smaller diameter tubing and timed 

pinch injections are employed. Along with using columns that are longer or packed with smaller 

particles, this need for smaller diameter connecting tubing demonstrates another motivation to increase 

pressure limits in capillary LC systems. Furthermore, by using a timed pinch injection the impact of 

poorly mixed volumes can be greatly reduced which helps improve the shape of the injected peak profile 

and reduces the observed chromatographic peak widths. 
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